Your career prospects with us:

AMBER AI & Data Science Solutions GmbH

AMBER is a long-term, highly competent and essential part of the Nvidia partner network with elite status. Over 15 years of experience in the areas of high-performance computing, multi- and many-core architectures and high-performance storage solutions is the foundation to enable our customers to improve their competitiveness by strengthening core competencies using artificial intelligence (AI) methods. This includes systematic and holistic consulting in building and expanding IT infrastructure using Nvidia technology, systematic training of the staff to use Nvidia hardware and software solutions in the most efficient way.

IT – Specialist (working student)

Your responsibilities:
• Technical trainings in the Nvidia Partner Network for the Nvidia portfolio.
• Technical trainings with various storage vendors.
• Supporting our customers in preparing their data center for our hardware installations remotely.
• Onsite installations of data center hardware in the customer racks, including an initial software setup.

Our requirements:
• Ongoing studies in Computer Science or an equivalent IT training.
• Experience with IT hardware, components and accessories.
• Experience in the assembly of IT hardware is preferred.
• Beginner-level programming experience is preferred.
• Willingness to travel to onsite installations is a must.
• An interest in the world of Artificial Intelligence.

Working hours: up to 16 hours/week
Start Date: immediately

We are looking forward to your application (CV, letter of motivation, transcripts and company references, if applicable), citing the reference number below, your start date and salary expectations either by post or email.

Reference-Number: WS-INF-2023-01
AMBER AI & Data Science Solutions GmbH
Human Resources Management
Gruenwalder Weg 32 | D-82041 Oberhaching
www.amber.eu | info@amber.eu